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 subtitle Can any one help me? A: The title of the movie is The 2nd bestseller. 2nd bestseller Noun A second edition of a book
that is not the first edition, but has sold more copies than the first edition. So, the correct subtitle is The 2nd bestseller (in hindi).
PS: You may want to take a look at the following: The 2nd bestseller (in hindi) | Hindi Movie Wiki | IMDb or The 2nd bestseller
| Movie Review Q: Mock python function that takes multiple arguments I have a python function that takes multiple arguments.
I want to test the function with multiple arguments. I am using pytest for the same. The function is as follows. def add_para(self,
max_para): self.para = self.para + max_para So when I run the function it adds the given argument to the self.para. I want to test

the function with multiple arguments like test_function_add_para(2,2) test_function_add_para(2,2,3)
test_function_add_para(2,2,3,4) How can I achieve the same? I have tried passing in a list as the argument. But the problem is,
this will only accept one argument as the function should be able to add multiple arguments to the self.para. How can I achieve
the same? I think you can use: def test_function_add_para(self, max_para): assert self.para == 2 + max_para Note that if you
use assert self.para == 2 + max_para you will get an assertion error if self.para is not equal to 2 + max_para. In your case you
want to check if self.para is not equal to the max_para. So I would suggest to change your function to: self.para = max_para +

self.para and then do: def test_function_add 82157476af
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